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There seem to be a few mistaken Ideas currently about CONFAB 
which I'd like to straighten up....or, more properly, about CONFAB’s 
circulation. So this is the deal: CONFAB is not available to anyone 
on a subscription basis; there's no cash charged or received for it. 
It is distributed on a :!trado only” basis, being mainly swapped for 
other zines from other fan^cds. I used the word "mainly” because 
the trade basis isn’t too strictly adhered to; several fans receive 
it who don't publish anything, but who have expressed interest in 
the thing in one form or another. Since CONFAB’s circulation is 
small, (about 50? or thereabouts) I naturally want to send it to 
only those interested in receiving it, whether they publish zines 
themselves or not. Most of the active fans are themselves fan-eds, 
hence the ”trado only" method of distribution. But it's still 
available to non-fan-cds who will dhow their interest in receiving 
it with an occasional letter.

khile on the subject of small circulation, CONFAB’s circula
tion is email because I want it that way. I intend to keep it 
very near to the 5^ I started with. But it has been growing a bit 
lately with now fan-eds being added to the list. But to balance 
the situation; there aro also several fans currently on the mailing 
list who haven’t made a peep since I’ve been sending them CONFAB. 
So, sometime between now and the next issue, my mailing list will 
be revised. New and interested fans will be added and those who 
are apparently not Interested in the zine will ba droppad. So if 
your copy has a big on the mailing wrapper, this will be your 
last copy unless I hear from you x/ithin the next month*

This Issue has a mixture of colors. This page and the last 
two are purple while the others ar© blue. I’m going back to that 
horrible old purple pi int again. I don’t see any advantages in 
the blue, not to mention the fact that they cost quite a bit more 
than the purple. As Eich Lupoff pointed out, color would be an 
advantage in a . ub-zinc, but in something like this legibility is 
the mainest requirement. And I think the purple is better in that 
respect. Better then the blues available around here, anyway.

GREATUr\£ FROh THE BLACK LAGOON played here recently but I 
didn’t see it. Dick Ceis mentions it rather unfavorably in his 
letter thish. Anyone else seen the thing? It played here as part 
of a double-feature for 75^? Dick. First J-D pic around here for 
some time. If D^D movies are on the way out, as the talk seems to 
indicate, pity the movie houses that have invested in that expen
sive projection equipment* Fayba I didn’t pull too big a boner at 
that when I got a Job with a .'Lol .calc grocery company. Folks will 

(Continued on the back page.)



LETTERS????
I got a million of 'em.

...well, a dozen, anyway®..

DEO A® GREBNELL, 402 Maple Av©®, -end du Lac, Wisconsin
Thanks for- sending GOMFAE #5® It’s a nice magazine and I like 

it,.ochiefly because it makes interesting reading® That's & depart" 
ment where so mary fanzines are woefully lacking. I think that’s 
the basic factor in all this cor..travorsy regards humor Serious 
Con8tructivsnesL-~~in the final analysis it doesn’t make too much 

>difference whether your magazine is humorous or not, so long as it’s 
interesting.

* Comment inon the letters® Does Watkins mean that we are in
the same age-bracket :.lth GF Carr? I’d say she was a few years 
older, inasmuch as she’s a grandma a couple times over and I’m still 
some ways from that milestone (in fact, it’s terribly doubtful if I 
ever will be a grandma but that’s not what I mean) because my oldest 
daughter Pat just turned Q in January. Russ’ daughter Pat is still 
some ways from ilv t ago co we won’t be fan grandads for quite a 
while yet. Russ practically puts us in the same group with EE Evans., 
agewise, that is.

Oh yeb—ho says that :Bogg£ doesn’t belong in our elderly 
crlass.” I think he’s computing on false statistics. Boggs pointedly 
refuses to divulge his age but he once let slip the fact that he was 

£2 id ich would have made him at least 18 then and maybe 
a year or co oiler so he’s up there too.

I enjoyod pm? frank and candid confession, to Ellik that you 
”were a teen-ager yourself at one time”. Hey"-come to think of it, 
so was I.

Accord La; to Eirrc?horn there’s something utterly dreadful
;nd other EC eomics end, to rate in his eyes? one 

must read Pogo and discuss philosophers® v/ell. I’ve read Pogo for 
a number of years now an:* I still do: and I’ve discussed philosophers 
too—©ven quoted Hege 3. in tho original German in a recent issue of 
Gru®—-but if I have to eschew Mad and Panic to get or keep Bertie’s 
good regards, then I' . afraid that said good regards are something 
I’ll have to dispenj with. Somehow I find it hard to class the

kings .. to my mental
well-being. Matter cf 7 xt. I think that if I ever did anything he 
approved of it would scare hell out of me®

If he war to tc x ampere Lons at the puerile competitors of 
Mad and Panic, such as Ik. Crazy, Kuts, Madhouse, etc®, then I;‘d go 
along with him fen once. But the aforesaid Mad and Panic contain 
things that can afford mild amusement if you have a mind that is

of this obsession to appear Adult In
Mad and Panic are read and enjoyed by 
and I don’t think Bertie would class

reasonably flexible and free 
All Things. ? Latter of fact, 
Boggs, Silverberg and Willis

en of seventh fandom® Incident" 
with approval—Vega and SF-^are

a are not totally free from the
L * •dull (age 15) and John Magnus 

" x and Psychotic are hardly 



whan I!d call 6th fandom holcovere. But Hirechhorn’s basic phlloao- 
nhy has always been "If it doesn't please me, then it s no damn 
good."' That's why it gives me so much pleasure to d_sagree with h:

And you know, of course, that this ponderously dignified old 
foRle Elrschhorn has :cesibly reached the venerable age of 16 by now 
riimsol^o «>«or did you'. That probably accounts for Ills frantic scrug 
"les to disassociate Myself from the shenanigans of these unspeak
able children. Some 16-year-olds take themselves very seriously in-
deed—and a good thing, too—nobody else does® $

Which brings us to Mitty s letter and it s statement that?
3d Wood has naught but scorn for all active fans while Grannell

neems to love 'o all and prefers to deal strictly with fan person
alities and projocio in his publications® ’ Well, not quite allp 
Paul—I have no"residual love whatso-a-tall for the Bitter Young Man
of Chicago. Er Xdw .2x1 Wood® (There’s another fan who goes by the 
name of Ed Wood who’s not at all like Edward Wood®)

I think fhen Gruo arrives you’ll find some things not di
rectly conccr. • with fan personalities but when you’ve read science 
fiction, as I have, for more years than Hirschhorn’s been living— 
since 1929, to be exact--it becomes touched with the familiarity
that breeds a bit of contempt® I still like what impresses me as 
good sf but I don’t feel impelled to read every story in Spaceways 
or Vortex and comment exhaustively on them® I seem to have reached 
the stage where I can take it or leave it alone* People, in the 
end, are more interesting than abstract ideas® This may bo due to 
the fact that Ijn people jayself ana not an abstract idea (no matter 
v'hau people s; y)* I can' g seem uO see much danger of SB^ndom being 
--xpn.olYcc like- hoi 1? 7m'on ,you’ll never have the huge droves 
cf SFans that made tic navic fansihos sprout so profusely® In this 
case, there's safety la sparsity, rather than in numbers®

((■Lm inclined to agree that ’’’interesting reading” is 
zessential in x svooesciul fanzino, whether it’s humor or ser
ious® But there are few who have the wherewithal! to write 

in either style. Judging from the current 
crop-- (Typo?) # -'k a chobt distance from being a grandma 
myself® Xy ojeost daughter Linda Just recently hit 6® # 
Can’t say trat la exactly mad about Ziad, but I did enjoy the 
^couple copies seen® Might be more of a fanatic on the 
subject tiovjh if the durn thing was distributed here® Only 
thing they css . to carry herb is Nuts and one or two more of 
their ilk® Nuts J Guess I've reached the ’’take it or leave
it4 stage of sf roac'.ro too, although I haven’t been reading it 
Quito as lore r.: you, dad—since 1940 or so,~I guess® The 
only pro-cattor I support regular ly is Mr® Mines, and he’s 
happening carta soldo! now. Pick up an occasional Galaxy if 
I’m feeling particularly flush® No doubt everyone will agree 
with my choice of mags®))

■\®®Just a Fan-Bad with a retarded mental development®”

G, yn CARR, 5319 Ballard Ave . icAitlo 7, Wash*
The z:.. o is the increasing in-



Clarke’s CHILDHOOD’S END* It seems strange that with 
ail vhis comment a^out the story, no one has yet mentioned the most 
obvious thing. It is a very clever exposition of one of the oldest 
religious doctrines, or should I say ’’myths” to be carried down in
tact from early beginnings.

The physical appearance of th© ”Overlord” should have bean th© 
give-away, because Clarke has quite openly identified him with the 
conventional picture of the devil—all black, complete with horns 
and tail—and depicted him as very persuasive and in complete dom
ination of this planet.

Actually, this story is a very clever exposition of the doc
trine of Satan’s Fall and the Beatific Vision, and Clarke does it so 
skillfully that it passed completely over their heads. At least I 
assume it must k.-ve. because otherwise why wouldn’t somebody have 
mentioned it”. I suppose it was put over so obliquely that it would 
pass over the- ordinary fan enthusiast, however I suspect there is a 
two-fold reason it could* First, there is an appalling ignorance of 
religious doctrine, (the basic and traditional reasonings of doc
trine) and, secondly, the burgeoning pseudo-"atheism” which is nat
ural to the post-adolescent. Anything which appears to bolster a 
breaking away from early religious instructions comes as a welcome 
gift at this period, and at a superficial glance, Clarke’s book doss 
appear to look down the nose at conventional belief*

However, Clarke’s description of the culmination of the human 
race in a race of Homo Superior is a striking parallel of th© tri
umph of the human soul over the animal body which contains it* The 
sorrow of the ’’Overlord” at his physical inability to participate in 
th© advancement which this new Homo Superior has grown into, is per
haps the most understandable presentation of Satan’s punishment that 
I have ever read, and certainly his description of the ’’Rapture" and 
the breaking up of this planet is one of the best I’ve ever seen* 
In fact, he?succocds in making the "Beatific Vision” seem like the 
bliss it is suoncscd to bo.

Clarke embroiders his them© with a few superficial changes to 
make it suitable faro for science fiction. He changes the devil from 
a spiritual being to an extra-terrestial and the eligible candidate 
for the Beatific vision from the individual human being to the 

human race. But in spite of these camouflages, he sure put ever the 
tremendous drama of Lucifer’s loss being humanity’s gain*

((Have vou moved again, or did you just grab the wrong rubber stamp? I know that ”5pl9 Ballard* used to be your 
address, but thought that ”8525 - 51st N.W.,r was the current 
one. # your letter did do one thing for/to me, GM; it prodded 
me into finally reading CHILDHOOD’S END myself* Can’t say 
whether Clarke? s "exposition" would have gone over my head or 
not. as I already had some preformed ideas about the story from 
your letter- before reading it. But I don’t suppose Clarke 
would have- to be too oblique to pass over many a modern head*))

"...never avain &crra do any fanning on company time*”

PAUL MITTELBU3CIIER, c/o George lx sot Springs, Mo.



...This business of ago confessing may become a new fannish 
fad, mesclf wondering how elderly .such peoples as V/5.111s, Wo Paul 
Ganley, Wells, Bradley, Harmon, Chuck Harris, Bob Shaw and Kessler 
are ? Generally speaking I agree with Hirschhorn* I haven’t noticed 
an abundance o~ orc imitators nearly so mucn tho as down—right 
Crudzines* Youthful enthusiasm leads numerous 14 year olds to dash 
maid 1 y into the midst of the- maelstrom with hapless creationa^of no 
worth whatsoever* It seems that they are suddenly ’ inspired and 
with no forethought as to (1) Money, (2) Method of reproduction, 
(3) Contributors, (4) Material, (5) Schedule, etc*, etc*, present 
fandom with an unreadable (both from standpoints of reproduction 
and cuallty of material) collection of sheets of paper* The famil
iar ’’house" ado” inside warn us that we “dare not miss the next 12 
issues so why not subscribe" and that "free lance woi'k is solicited”0 
Usually we are -• soured that “all stories are new” also* The price 
is often an outrageous 20r> and the editor, in order to Increase cir
culation, offers a “prizc^ of a free lollypop to whomever secures 
5 subscribers, which contest received approximately 2 entries neither 
of which can persuade anyone to take a copy as a gift* There are ' 7 nearly 95 sub zines in existence today, an astonishing number when_ ( 
you think about it, yet one is hard pressed to find 10 which one can 
reconimend without reservation.

I'm inclined to disagree with Geis* The mere fact that one 
keeps editorial comment to a minimum doos not necessarily mean that 
the zino is an inferior one, that ha lacks “personality” or that he 
is a neo being careful not -I. be juvenile* Frankly, when and if I 
edit or aid in editing something again I Intend to let the contrib
utors do the work. Why the hell should I publish a fanmag Just to 
have a place to ramblo on about various and sundry items of interest 
when I can do t?.s sane thing in somebody else ’ s zine and be called > 
a “columnist" for it? I'.i referring to a subzine, naturally®

Re Geis’ coafcszicn of being unwed: While ue rre making sur
veys, why not one to dotwine the percentage of married to unmarried < 
fen? Could break ft down farther into categories such as Widow/ 
Widower, Confirmed hr. hslor/ Spinster, Homosexual, Woman Hater/wan 
Hater, Prude and Psychological quirt for those unmarried* Should bs 
interesting, sort of a toned down fAnnish Kinsey Report*

.. ” ‘ ,
((Kot much .. can add to your reasons for an abundance of ~ ' J 

crudzines except an .Amen* # Your wondering about various t • y 
fans’ ages, plus yoir suggestion of a fan-type Kinsey Report, 
give me an it&a for a wonder fjilly egobooful fannish project* 
My name wl . 1 go down in fannish history* On second thought 
though, Ijorooibly won’t be able to get around to it fox* a 
while so I mipht as well pass the idea on for any ambitious- 
type funs in the audience* My project? A fannish Who’s Who® 
complete with name, address, ^ge, marital status, and all 
other portAnont and Impertinent information on every’current 
fan. Ho more wondering* Teen-ager and old-timer alike will 
be exposed for all to see* (Hight even be able to work up a 
very profitable sideline of blackmail from some of the info 
obtained.) And of coirso it would be photo—offset so pics of 
each fan could be printed. Ind, with the big turnover in 
fandom, .it would have to ho ?/ anal publication naturally*
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C ist a .ire to each fan will get all the neces
sary information* Now what am I offered for the exclusive 
rights t o this rot©nt project?))

"...the new c-ol song — That • s a Moray.” 
.77 77;7.X7

RICHARD GE±S, 26pl North Mississippi, Portland 12} Oregon
Right away before I say anything else. I’d better say some

thing in my defense about that remark in my last letter in #5» I 
\ refer to my st .to ont that older fans had more writing than

younger ones, is t isn’t quite what I meant. I should have said 
that older fans usually have a mor© highly developed writing ability. 
This is obviously because they have ”th© mature outlook” and because 
they have through the years written more, and thus have had more 
practice. And I'll stop before I put my other foot into it.

Ah...Mr. Grcnnell, sir....you may prefer to bo ryed than pru
dent, but would you prefer to be ryed than President? And, too, 
firewater can be very detrimental to your health. You may become 
ill and then wonder what on earth ales you. Then, sir, you may even 
die. And when they lay you in your beer. I’ll say, “Alas, poor 
Grennoll, ho couldn’t say ’when’”. But they may be per captive 
people; they may bury you. next to Old Grandad. Of course you may not oven die or" even be ill. You could get a lot of sympathy, tho, 
if you champagne.

I’d better stop before you blow your cork.
Sob, I like that CONFAB logo very much. Also like the blue 

print. I’m using it too now, after seeing it in GRUE and BLEEN* I 
been converted. Understand, tho....I’m still a boy.

WARNING: Do not seo THE CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON* I 
^wasted §.90 on it last night and feel cheated as hell.

((And irhat could I say to some thing like that?))

’’All right. disci irirate against mo because I’m only 20^ years old.”
Vi77%te7;7.77;777;77 777.7. Z ; WW :7777

VERNON Lo McGAIN, lox S76. Kellogg, Idaho

Very promising mag you have hor©. Infinitely superior to MOTE. 
I won’t go into details on. my opinion of CONFAB sinco I've already 
done so in the next REVIEW, but I predict bright things for it. I 
have a very fraternal feeling toward CONFAB. It matches REVIEW in 
so many aspects of editorial policy and handling that I rather think 
of them as sister magazines (this is fraternal?) tho I must confess 
I prefer CONFAB. Seems I outsmarted myself. Original idea behind 
REVIEW was to eventually grow into a letterzine, also.....but so 
many had been launched recently with sad results and finally expired 
after fruitless pleas for letters....any kind of letters.... that I 
thot I might sort of slid© into it backwards as did VOM....which as 
you know was fandom’s only successful letterzine prior to CONFAB and 
which originally was the letter c . . .-i of IMAGINATION and later 



became a fmz of its own* I expected to print whatever letters came 
in on REVIEW and gradually let them come to dominate the mag while 
the other sections shrank more and more* But it's been an uphill 
struggle* Quotable letters (one reason for not calling it a letter- 
sine was to avoid having to print everything that came in since many, 
letters aren’t worth the space) are few and far between it seems, 
most of my mail being devoted to too personal items to quote* So am 
now working on the tenth issue of REVIE® and here CONFAB has accom
plished in its third issue what I cet out to do, by the simple and 
obvious devic? of announcing it was a letterzine* As I said, I out
smarted myselfc Of course, you may have a slightly larger circular . 
tlon than xiEVIEW, which, admittedly, would help, but I'm not that J 
Interested in developing a letterzine* Just to set the record 
straight, by the way, the “limited” part of REVIEW'S "limited circu” 
lation” is sc :e thing of a fiction* I have never turned down anyone 
who wanted to trade and friends who I am particularly interested In 
having receive J.-s magazine, such as Redd Boggs, get it whether they 
have anything to trade or not* It’s true the circulation was only 
thirty for the first four or five issues, but when my trade list 
grew too large the run went up to its present total of forty* I 
haven’t had any real need to issue more, so far, though if and when 
I do 1*11 have 'fells jump it to fifty* The list of people who re
ceive the mag is constantly changing as new mags are received and 
old ones lapse* One reason why I’m able to keep the circulation 
down is that i don’t keep sending copies for sic or nine months on 
the off chance the editor io still publishing* I have nc trade list.
as such, arc . while I 11 usually caxfry any trade for at least one 
extra issue, if the Interval since i:ve last heard from him totals 
the length of time oetwoen three issues then he just quits receiving 
the magazine* The mag rs “trade only” policy isn t too strictly en

forced* I ve sent, a couple of sample copies to people who wrote and 
asked for them, altho having nothing to trade, and I'm perfectly 
willing to keep sending the mag free to anyone who shovzs regular 
signs of interest, trade or no« It’s just that fandom’s most inter-* 
eating and active fans tond to be editors and by establishing a trade only policy I thus Unit REVIEW5s circulation to an inner circle 
of highly active fans who &re the ones I wish to reach*

What originally inspired this letter was CONFAB ^2* I was 
very surprised to aoc somebody querying whether I was Rich Lupoff* 
Now I’ve been ’.c sreed of being many individuals, and vice versa, 
during my fannicl career (in one instance. I actually was) but there 
was always sea? goo' traceable reason for the opinion* But I’m 
thoroughly mystified in the case of Lupoff of whose existence I am 
only vaguely aw^ro as a sometime contributor to MOTE* I don't even 
recall anything he’s writton, for sure, hut I’m pretty positive 
his writing style isn’t remotely similar to mine* So I“m very cur- 
ious, indeed, ^s to where the idea originated* Illumination, please?

V/hat is your age limit in this FAN-DADS thing? Being more 
than three months younger than thi^ creaklngly aged Gels character 
I regard myself as still a young sprout although I must admit it is 
slightly embarasaing to stop a-.l realize one is twice as old as 
certain leading Seventh Fwdo • thus* I know it came as a shock 
back in 1951 when I stopped, a."/ it;urea up just how old Galkins was 
when Pearl Harbor plunged us into thli, but, hell, some of these 
characters weren’t even born tl'jr. I guess there's no avoiding



that old proverb “Evoiy Edy in every way I’m getting older and older”.
Am in general agreement with much of what Hirschhorn says but 

he certainly weakened his case when he lists VEGA among the good 
mags (a judgement with which I thoroughly agree even the it has 
folded) and then adds that these are “all pubbed by older fans or 
6th fandom holdovers”. By what yardstick is he measuring? Joel 
Nydahl the editor of VEGA will soon be an ancient 16....he was fif
teen during the latter half of VEGA’s life, and a hoary 14 when he 
launched it shortly after entering fandom with the advance guard of 
7F (and at the same ago at which he sold that story to IMAGINATION)*

Lupoff's ovtlon of an early movie fandom similar to ours is 
something I’ve : sver heard of....wonder where he got the info*... 
I’ve read widoly on movies and everything connected with them and 
never ran acroc.o it. Personally I’d be very interested Ln having 
such a group. Lovies interest me tremendously even if I do react to 
the average Hollywood product like 5 do to the latest issue of SCI
ENCE STOhlES or SF PLUS. But everything connected with movies or 
interest therein, especially movie fandom. is too ghaaaah for my 
taste. As an interesting and stimulating (sbmetimes) art form I 
don’t think they can be topped and I could write endless articles 

Y^xabout them of the same sort I co for subzines, but except for an 
oc^asicnnl venture in FA? A on something I think might particularly/___ interest that g;. oup, I novel bother. Who’s Interested? My o?m 
some'what analytical reaction to the movies, coming as it does about 
halfway between the calf-Lch mooings of the glamour-stricken ado
lescents and LI e disdainful eloquence of the “art must triumph over- 
crass commercialism’* of th© Intellectuals, seems to be a unique re
action. I’d also li!;e to sue a stf-type jazz fandom, of the same 
type, but, while an intelligent jazz fandom exists they don’t take 
naturally to tynewrit :r and paper like stfans do. So I have to 
keep writing about the latest ASTOUNDING- and “who will take QUANDRX’S 
place”, racking my brains for a new angle when I have dozens of 
unwritten articles 1:wide ma on subjects no one else is interested 
in» Damned fruetrat1a£ ’

May I px'ocluia ^ny^el ‘ unique in having thot of you as 
being 16 years old, .'not even when you were 16 since I didn’t know 
you then altho I siuq ect I probably knew you when you were closer 
to that age th zi about anyone else who has commented on the subject)3 
Or did you, maybe, toll me your age when we first started corres
ponding back- in i960? How many people who dismiss you as a 7th 
Fandom product -xnew you wove dabbling your toes in fandom way back 
when Sixth Fane cm uos first being established? At any rate, if you 
didn’t mention you:; age you mentioned enough about your work and 
your home life that I got the impression you. were a couple of years 
older than I, which is correct.

((T?o fablin'; of fraternal sistor-zines is mutual, 
Vernon. COEF/a -—s inspired to a great extent by ideas you 
expressed ord usee in HEVIEW. You may consider yourself a 
godfather. # Lupoff too was surprised to learn he was con- 
sidered a McCain pz- udonyn. I believe Paul Mittelbuscher ex
pressed the believe, but don’t know on what he- based it* # 
Age limit for the Fo?God?you suddenly shocked*to 
realize that you’re twice as old as certain 7Fans, you^elig- 
iblc, man, you'ro elig" " . .^robably not many are aware



of my j,ier f;.rnlsh too-dabblings9 Vernon. Yours waq my_
first contact with another fan, after your letter was printed- 
in one of the Thrilling mags offering to initiate anyone into 
the mysteries of fandom. Needless tb say^ I proceeded to get 
initiated. Matter of fact though, my first toe was dabbled 
back in 1945 with subs to ACOLYTE and a few others whose names 
I can’t recall offhand, but for some unknown reason the bug 
didn’t bite me then® # X just realized---since you initiated 
me into fandom and inspired my zine, you doubly qualify as 
godfather. A double shot of Old Grandad, or something®))

# it Us <r < >x w J ? , • > ? >; J ? .. x it x w "ir '2r # it Hit 'Hr 'Ji: ?ir & & x 4H»- x w •«£ 'Hr re # it x # x w >? x -it it it it it it Hr Hit x Or it it it

'"‘...letters with doubly parenthesized interjections®”
it it it x*$t . ZC /. ..a :: il .H/xx ^ifZsiti'fiiitiiit-isititltitiiit'.titiiiiitiiikitiiititiW

GREGG CALKINS, 2117 - 11th St., Santa Monica, Galii®
You can quote me as saying that “Childhood’s End” is one of 

the poorest ”ond of civilization” (our civilization, that is) stories 
that'I’ve come across. Or, if you call it a “mutant theme” you can 
call it the poorest story in that category, too. I must confess 
that I see little of any real value in Arthur G. Clarke’s writing^ 

4>the only story of his I ever appreciated being “Against the Fall of 
Night”. I loved this story, although I must confess only half of<1 it was any good. The first part, concerning the dying city and th© 

A cloudless sky, was quite good; the latter half, lousy. Clarke has 
^little or no in gi ition concerning alien races® Consider the ex

cellent then os one by other writers about the first contact with 
another race, or even a long-lost branch of our own, and then read 
Clarke’s. His aliens lack life and characteristics of their own. 
He is like the man to whom all Chinamen look alike,..or all'Afri
cans. They lack reality because he doesn’t understand what is re
quired of him to •write...and his stories are equally lacking.

As for Geis: well, here is my case for covers. If you mail 
your- mag in an envelope, you need no cover. If you mail it like 
OOPS, one is desirable. However, there is no good reason why a 
magazine should not have a cover—not a single reason—while it is 
quits easy to think of any number of reason for having a cover. I 
should think that would settle the argument.

As far as Doan A. Grennell’s letter goes, don’t join FAPA. 
Of course, if you already know a lot about that organization, you 
know your own mind; but if you’re open for discussion, let me tell 
you a' thing or two. ’

, ...Me, I’m a 1 * 1.4. 5 G414 v v to tell you the truth, I’m not a* all , 
sure what I’m doing there. Sometimes I think that most of the 
other members feel the same way. FAPA seems to be sort of a splotch 
ecraped off of the top of fandom and set off by Itself to decay. 
All the fans of yes tor year are there. putrescing and probably all 
the fans cf tomorrow will be there when they’ve begun to decay. 
The only active PAPA life is brought about by the new _and young^fans 

have heard j o much about the oxtaanization and are just busting i 
over themselves to be able to join. Well I remember the Hoffmania I 
spread from ono end of the .jailing to the other when she first 
joined. And where is she now? A sr all zine now and then, no more. 
Burbee, once the ghreat ghod of f-vuiom.. .whore is he? An occasional o
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l-Ss • or two,' nothing more. And so on with the rest* True, 
a few fans” are really plu^lhg along, making FABA what it should 
be...Dean A. Grennell, for”oiie...but the rest are either remarkably 
uninspired or dismally dull/ Those that do bestir their stumps 
enough to publish seldom.talk-about things fannish, and to me it 
seems that’ they are working to find enough to say. I confess I find 
the same to bo true wiili tfip» .

I cannot t niostly say I get one-half as much enjoyment out of 
FAPA as I do out of publishing OOPS. Nor do I believe the other 
still-active fanzine’public?^ any different. Boggs is slightly 
different, of course, having gone the way of Burbee and Laney in his 
retreat into FA?/, and I doubt very much if he would find as much 
acclaim in t-.e : r.:? nes of today as he found in those of yesteryear. 
Perhaps this is ths reason for his retreat. But do not get me wrong 
about Boggs' ; nts--SEYHQOK is easily the most capable magazine I 
have ever come ..cross...but I find it hard to fit it in with today's 
chop of fanzines.

Perhaps you’d like it...perhaps you'd see only the good points 
and not the bad...or perhaps you'd see it for what it could be, &nd. 
add your efforts to the hopeless task of extricating it from its own 
morass. But I doubt it. I'm staying in FAPA for a while yet— 
possibly because I, too. have hopes, but mor© probably because I 
like very much the productions of one or two of the members—but I 
shouldn't be at all surprised if I didn^t pick up my activity again 
the next time it expired. You know that plaintive old cry: '’where 
are the snows of yesteryear?” Well, they’ve turned to sludge and 
started publishIng FA? Azines.

Before I got labelled as a ”serious constructive fan” and 
criticized for my "vicious attack on FAPA and Arthur 0. Clarke” let 
me tell you just exactly what is wrong with me. You see, I like to 
read science-? 1 e11 on

((Rot 
discussion

being a FAP An myself, 
on the subject, be it

I’m open to all sort of 
favorable or otherwise.))

got in a full head of sleep last night...”

RICH LUFOFF, 2529 S. Bayshore Drive, Mami, Florida

... It seems to ho that the place of a mag like CONFAB is that 
of the role of co .uontator upon fandom, while not actually being a 
part of it. Jhat say to that, my ancient of days? To expand a bit, 
it seems to me that by definition fandom must concern itself not 
with -itself but with whatever it is fandom of. When it stops fan- 
ning what it is supposedly fanning, it ceases to be a fandom, and 
becomes merely a group of individuals who enjoy each others’ company, 
be it personal, through the mall, or by means of publications such 
as CONFAB. I am neither condemning nor supporting this condition, 
just pointing it out. C0I:FB. and your views as presented therein, 
make it not a stf“fanzine, but a fan-fanzine. You are not a stf- 
fan, but a fan-fan.

Getting to Bert Hirschhom1 c attack on current fandom, I 
think I might have a little wov ?• : \lo to say, as I became interested 



in fanning shortly before the changeover, and had a fairly good look 
at the last group before the current one took over. First, I sug
gest, look outside fandom for possible factors. Assuming the aver
age neofan to be 16 (ah, a few more months and I’ll be an aged 20, 
able to look back condescendingly upon foolish teenages) suppose we 
look at what was going on during the seven formative years, 8-15. 
A 1954 neofan had this period from 1946 to 1953^ during the cold
war era, A 1949 neofan experienced the same years of development 
from 1941 to 1948, a period of leading-up-to, fighting, and ending 
a war, the short postwar honeymoon, and the development of the cold ' 
war. In other words, 49neofen had experienced a much more variable 
world than 54neofen, who have lived most of their conscious lives 
in a fairly static world* This may account for greater maturity in 
the previous era than the current one, if indeed such greater 
maturity really existed*

There is also the factor that until 1950 or ’51 a stf reader 
was almost always sneered at, that a stf fan was usually what fan 
is short for, a fanatic. Stf fans were people who (to quote HLGold) 
’’know and love science fiction”. With the coming of the boom, stf 
readership ballooned, became if not admirable at least acceptable. 
In came a flood of casual readers, and from it a flood of casual 
fans, people who did not “Know and love” science fiction, but who 
merely had s slightly-greater-than-passing interest in it, You may 
find some correlation between the dates of the boom and the coming 
of currOnt-type fandom. Now that the boom seems to be deflating, 
once more, there may be a reversion in fandom to people who “K&L“ 
from the current casual-type fan. As I said in the last CONFAB, 
this is something of a sorrow to someone who would like to see the 
pleasures of stf, and particularly of stfanaing, spread. Yet I 
think it will bo a healthy thing for fandom to be smaller. Less 
extensive fanning, perhaps, but more intensive.

((If, by your definition, you require that a stfan and 
a etfanziwo concern themselves strictly with science-fiction 
to the exclusion of other fans and fansines, then I am most 
definitely a fan-fan and CONFAB is a fan-fansine. Maybe I’m 
unique, cut I must confess to being more interested in the 
doings of other fans than I am in a critical analysis of a 
pro-author’s works or a discussion of the importance of de
hydrated water as a space propellant. For me, fandom serves 
its purpose in providing a place where I can spout off and 
find someone to listen, whether I’m talking about space travel 
or Mickey Spillane. So be it then—I’m a fan-fan. # You 
may wdll be right about the earlier years of development 
affecting the noofan’s degree of maturity, but I5m wondering 
where that puts me, with my “formative years” hitting the 
1934-41 era.))

”It’s always nice to s^nd back a letter longer than the 
magazine you received.”
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CHARLES LEE RIDDLE, 108 Dunham St., Norwich, Conn.

...I was quite amazed at the reaction to your and my age.
God, fellows, just because we’re past 25, doesn’t mean that we ar© 
aged.’ Fan-dads, indeed J 1 bet I could show a lot of the younger 
set a few things still J However, I must admit, that when down at 
the Fan-Vet Convention yesterday, David Kyle and I sat to one side 
and commented on the younger set there, I did feel my years’

((Apparently the baring of some of the elder fannlsh 
heads caused a bit of a stir in the younger set. Many didn’t 
seem to aware of our existence, but now wo seem to have come 
into our own. But whether- for better or worse, IJm not quite 
sure right now.))
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’’Perhaps you could give me a few pointers on how to become 26.” 
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JACK HARNESS, Cochran Hall, Meadville, Fenn.
...fes, a letterzine is a good idea. Next to an apa, it is 

the thing for a tired businessman to do. Tho, of a great surety, 
subzines are the backbone of fandom, still a letter/apazine is a 
very easy, and perhaps more rewarding, thing. Easier to blow off 
steam in and, if you work it right, the equivalent of letters which 
might take more time. I have seen letterzines which have satisfied 
my need for an answe?? from a person: I wrote back feeling happy.

...I t.iink this about covers for CONFAB (in particular). Why 
not a half or third cover? ... I have seen good and bad full-page 
art covers, covers with blocks of print--the wild-hair type, covers 
with just the name of the zino, covers with name and a geometrical 
design, covers with the zine’s name in block letters with the text 
beginning immediately below; all these can be good or bad. The 
thing to do is to make what you do use distinctive.

It’s all right for Grannell to tell how he does puns. I do 
it too, and drive even my closest friends to distraction. I perhaps 
mull over something I or, more often someone else, has said that 
strikes me ripe for a pun. In 15 seconds, uh, listen—fizzling out 
of my mouth. For example, a friend of mine told how, in chem class, 
he was dissatisfied with his E^chner funnell. He decided to adapt 
it into a Venturi kind of exhaust. So I came up with... Nothing 
venturied, nothing drained. Easy as heck....

As to Bert—well, there is no focus of attention. However, 
there is a good group of newer fans who, like Dean and Gels Who, 
have much ballwise. In fact, I suspect the total of their output 
may turn out, hindsightwise, to have been the true 7th fandom. Hmmm?

To my mind, Clarke missed a bet when he divulged the nature 
of the Overlords. A more appealing (to me, perhaps others) plot 
could have been made by utilizing their __ __  nature than that in~ 
verted cause-effect goof-idea. At any rate, that revelation 
(their demonic visage) was the real climax, and the turning point 
of the novel. I lost some interest toward the end, but it had some 
really new approaches that I didn’t want to miss.
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((In case anyone notices a slight lack of continuity 
In your letter# Jack# I should explain that I welded a 
mighty editorial pencil and excerpted this much from five 
pages of your zany stuff* Whew J ft Maybe that’s why I. like 
a letterzine* I can blow off my steam without worrying 
about losing subscribers as with a subzine* $ I hope that 
some of my correspondents are accepting CONFAB as partial 
answers to their letters lately* Like Grennell, I've come to 
the conclusion that I can either pub a zine, or carry on a 
prolific correspondence or contribute to other zines* I can 
do a passable job on one at a time; I can even slug along 
with two at a time; but absolutely not all throe at the same 
time* I've only got two speeds—'and the other one is a heck 
of a lot slower than this* # I must admit that CHILDHOOD’S 
END was a little disappointing for mo* I too thought that 
the ending seemed rather anticlimactic* Maybe I was expect
ing too much after the praise I’d heard*))

“Please accept this note instead of that letter I owe you.“

HARLAN ELLISON# 41 East 17th, Columbus 1, Ohio
...I hope you will pardon my exuberance, but I’m touting a 

thing called DIMENSIONS which will be out sometime before the middle 
of May. Perhaps a few words about DIMENSIONS would prove of mutual, 
interest to your readership.

In DIMENSIONS (you'll notice we don’t abbreviate the name) we 
are pouring out all the ideas that have been gathering for five 
years in fandom. In DIMENSIONS we are getting prepared to spring 
some surprises that will really whistle and sing as we cut ’em 
loose. We’re really enthused about this preject-*—as enthused as 
we were as neofans some years back when wo started SCIENCE FANTASY 
BULLETIN. This let' r isn't ballyhoo, since we are not accepting 
subscriptions to DI. jNSIOHS- We cut the readership of DIMENSIONS 
down from the close-to-1000 that read SFB to a neat 200* Those are 
the folks who gave us encouragement or material o:? for some other 
reason won themselves dear to our heart. But DIMENSIONS, though 
closed to the Idle reader coming in from Hari Wolf’s column, will 
still be a vital and constructive force in the field of fanzines* 
Nothing will bo quite exactly like any other fanning has done it* *« 
as It was different in SFB in the past.

...Trie old SFB has been revamped from the magnetic soles of 
its space boots right up to the tip of its antenna, and the test 
features of the old have been preserved with the aquisition of the 
new. We sort of think it will rock fandom.

Comments and suggestions are requested on bended knees* All 
the support in the world is what we chiefly need*

((Sorry to have to cut your letter down sc much, Harlan, 
but ghad---a three page plug? # Lots of luck with the zine*))

“I dreamed. I went to a Seventh Fandom!te bordello in my**o“ 



still have to ©at when they aren’t going to 3~D movies... .or maybe 
even reading sf. for that matter.

Looks like the fanzine field is losing a few of its ditto 
exponents. Dean Grcnnell has swuteh to a Gestetner mlmeo. Not that 
I blame him. actually. I’d probably do the same, if I had the oppor^ 
tunity. /Ind how Ray Thompson is contemplating m^meographyo Woe 
is us, Geis.

I’d still like to get Ron Fleshman’s current address. .Anyone 
know it? I’m clear up to bore in fanzines that I’m holding for him® 
Also I’d like to finagle him out of some more of those zany cartoons 
like I used in the second issue. Real cool.

How I envy these fans who make such casual references to 
writing letters, cutting stencils, or reading the latest sf "down 
at the shop". Now why couldn’t I have had the foresight to have 
latched onto a job with such opportunities.

Back in about a month.

"Old fans never die, they just A.P.A."

CONFAB
Bob Peatrowsky
Box 6p4
Norfolk, Nebr.
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